HANG UP! It's not rude, it's shrewd!
NEVER wire money to a stranger who
says that you or a family member is in
trouble. They're lying!

Don't Be A Victim.
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NEVER give out your personal or financial
information over the phone.
DON'T allow someone to pressure you.
They want to scare you!
DON'T believe something that sounds too
good to be true.
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STOP! THINK!
PREVENT FRAUD.
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Grandparent scam: A phone call from a scammer pretending to be
a grandchild or relative in trouble, asking you to send money.
Medicare or Insurance scam: Scammer claims they need to update
your records, asks you to confirm social security or financial
information over the phone.
Lottery scams: Scammer says you have won a lottery or contest,
which you likely don't remember entering, but you need to pay
taxes or administrative fees. They may tell you they'll send you a
check to deposit, and then you can send them the fees from those
proceeds. The check will be fraudulent, and you'll be out the
money.
Charity scams: Scammer will solicit you for donations, using
heart-wrenching appeals and high-pressure tactics. Ask them to
mail you some literature about the charity. They will likely be
reluctant or refuse to do so.
IRS or Warrant scam: Scammer will tell you that you owe money
to the IRS or you have a warrant for your arrest, and if you don't
pay them, they are coming to arrest you. THIS IS A LIE. They will
sometimes tell you you can wire them money or buy gift cards or
prepaid credit cards to avoid arrest. A LAW ENFORCEMENT OR
GOVERNMENT AGENCY WOULD NEVER DO THIS. They will
threaten you and be abusive to scare you into doing what they
want you to do.

HANG UP. SLOW DOWN.
TELL SOMEONE YOU TRUST.
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